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The Perfect Process
The swiftest, most accurate way of getting documents processed is getting suppliers to send the
original sourced “intelligent PDF” or well formatted & clear scanned document directly to Compleat.

What is an Intelligent PDF?
Intelligent PDFs allow users to interact with the text “layer” within the document. Identifying whether
an invoice qualifies as an intelligent PDF is easy. Open your PDF invoice or other document in a PDF
reader such as Adobe Acrobat & use the text search or find function, usually Ctrl-F, to enter a text
string & locate it within the document.

Importance of an Intelligent PDF
The Capture team build “rule sets” for each supplier we onboard to digitally extract the relevant
information. The system extracts the “raw text” within the base layer of the invoice. If the system
cannot read the raw text, it will be unable to extract the relevant information automatically & will
need a member of the Capture team to manually process the invoice.

What would you class as a “Well Formatted” document?
Typically, this would be a clearly laid out document with obvious labelling of information such as Invoice
Date, Invoice Number, Purchase Order Number, Gross, Net & VAT values for example. This rule could
apply to either intelligent PDFs or clearly scanned Invoices where OCR can identify the values.
*Please note that a scanned document that has been successfully translated will become what we refer to as an Intelligent PDF.

What is the benefit of suppliers sending invoices directly?
Before an invoice can attempt to be processed automatically by our system, it needs to know who the
supplier is to apply the correct rule set. Suppliers are determined by the email address used to send the
invoice in. Emails are “mapped” to the supplier at the first time of sending & saved so when the second
invoice arrives, our system recognizes the email, & automatically assigns the correct supplier.
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Common issues that slow the process
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Invoices sent in directly from the customer
Capture recognizes the supplier based on the email address used to send the
invoice, invoices sent in directly from customers are placed in a queue awaiting
a member of the Capture team to reassign the invoices to the correct supplier
before they can be processed.
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Non-Intelligent PDF invoices
Capture will attempt to convert any document received into an intelligent PDF
for processing. The success of this process is determined by the quality of the
document we receive. Poor scans/photos of invoices are unlikely to be converted
to intelligent PDFs. Any invoice of poor quality is unlikely to pass through the
system automatically & will likely require some form of manual intervention by the
capture team.
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Invoice layout
To extract the required information, Capture rule sets will search for keywords
in the documents to indicate where the relevant information is located. If the
information needed cannot be easily identified by use of keywords, the system
will not be able to extract the data automatically & accurately. The invoices will
therefore need manually processing by the Capture team. A common issue is the
invoice totals appearing on the invoice with no header preceding them.
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What else can my Supplier do to help?



Consider using a digital invoicing platform
Many new accounting systems now have invoicing built in. Recommend
using one of these platforms to issue your client invoices or credit notes as
they use a consistent and clear intelligent format that is easily translated
by our system.
Better still, some of these systems can email the invoices directly to our
eInvoicing email address to speed up the process even further.



Keep it clear and consistent
Can you distinguish between all the relevant fields, ensure they are logically
labelled, is the Purchase Order field labelled PO or Purchase Order, are the
Net or Gross values labelled accordingly & so on.  Make sure the data is
adjacent or underneath the clearly labelled field.
The invoice or credit note must be consistent, if you rename a field or
change the location of specific items post the point of our system creating
a rule set/template this could cause our system not to pick up that field
next time.  This does not strictly apply to Net, Vat & Gross values as these
can move however the system would anticipate them in the same column.
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Preferred Email Addresses and Attachments
We always advise trying to have a central email for the sending or receiving of
invoices, if this is presented on your invoices and is consistent, we can ensure we
identify the supplier correctly.
When sending an attachment, please be mindful of its file size, as with any emailbased system it is good to stick to a limit to ensure it can be sent & received by
both parties without issue, some corporate networks may have smaller limits for
sending due to storage capacity.
The best-case scenario for success is to try to have one file per invoice, if multiple
invoices are merged into one file, our system will split them, so it is important
each invoice is easily distinguishable with a consistent format & location of
invoice number, for best results send one file per invoice.



If you must send a paper or scanned paper invoice, make it a
good one
We class these types of documents as “dumb documents”, this is because the
scan or PDF cannot be plainly read by our system. In these cases, our system will
try to OCR the invoice to create an intelligent document. To get the best possible
outcome from this process, please follow these guidelines:
•
•
•
•

The invoice is free of hand-written comments.
Any stamp marks or identifiers do not overlap or obscure key fields on the
invoice.
If the document is scanned make sure its legible & the key fields are clearly
marked & distinguishable.
If using a feeder to scan, ensure the invoice is not at an extreme angle.
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Service Level Targets
Compleat’s hours of operations for the service portal team are Monday – Friday 08:30-17:30 UK time,
excluding English public holidays.
Please note that below the term “Business Day” refers to the 24 hours elapsed from the receipt of an
email with a document to process ending within 24 hours falling on a business day. We do not count
Saturday, Sunday, or public holidays as business days.
The service level targets are as follows:

Scenario

Good Practice Target

Comments

Intelligent Invoice sent directly from an
on-boarded trusted supplier.

< 1 Hour

Applies to Intelligent PDF Invoice with
an on-boarded supplier & trusted
rule set. This is commonly processed
in minutes. If the document is well
formatted & clean but needs to go
through a traditional OCR process this
may take longer but will be within an
hour.

< 16 Hour

The invoice will require manually
reassigning by the Capture team to the
appropriate supplier before it can be
downloaded.

< 24 Hour

The invoice will require manually
processing & validating by the Capture
team.

Your guaranteed delivery stamp

Intelligent Invoice sent directly to from
the customer for a trusted, previously
onboarded supplier

Your First-class stamp

Non-Intelligent invoice sent from
customer of supplier

Your Second-class stamp

Please note the SLT is the maximum time anticipated, usually the invoice will be processed in a much shorter time frame,
depending on current demand.
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